PRESS RELEASE

France Green Building Council and IFPEB sign a partnership to develop Construction21 in France

Today, Friday the 30th of March 2012, was held a press conference to celebrate the launch of Construction21.eu, the first European platform about sustainable building.

On this occasion, Christian Brodhag, President of IFPEB (French Institute for Energy Performance in Buildings), coordinator of the European project, and Bertrand Delcambre, administrator of France GBC, the French member of the International World Green Building Council organization, have signed a partnership agreement which sets up their collaboration on the French platform.

According to Bertrand DELCAMBRE, « Construction21 is a major tool in achieving France GBC. It will allow us to directly touch a large number of professionals, to gain from other European countries experiences and to offer French know-how an international showcase. Construction21 also shares common values with France GBC: being universal, non-profit and uniting all professionals.

This agreement formalizes the strong involvement of France GBC in the development of Construction21, and ensures the provision of high quality information on exemplary building projects as on all the topics of sustainable construction.
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